A/G Reel technical bulletin #1

**Question:** When I try to roll the blanket onto the tube, it is too wide for the tube and wrinkles at each side and therefore does not roll evenly.

**Answer:** Some pools are wider where the wall of the pool bows out between the braces, than the maximum width the tube can be to support the Reel on the top decking. On these pools, the blanket needs to be trimmed straight on the sides so it no wider than the tube. This will mean the blanket can roll onto the tube as a single layer and makes using the Reel much easier. See diagram below showing where the blanket should be trimmed to roll evenly.

---

For Above Ground Reel to work effectively, make sure blanket is trimmed to the narrowest width of the pool

Ensure blanket is not wider than the Aluminium tube, so it will roll evenly from the water to the tube.